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地址 Peskovskiy Glass Plant 
1, Zhovtneva St. 
Kyiv region, Borodianka district,  
urban settlement of Peskovka,  
07820

国家 乌克兰

电话号码 00380 445 351 76 49

传真 00380 44 351 76 27

互联网 pgpglass.com/en/

 

创建年份 1924

协会 ISO 9001, FSSC 22000 certification scheme , ISO 22 000 standard (HACCP), ISO/TS 22002-4.

联系人
Contact 1. 先生 Aleksandr Golota 

Head of sales development 
Phone: 00380 44 3517646  

Contact 2. 女士 Irina Popovskaya 
Phone: 00380 445 373901  
Fax: 00380 445 373901 

Contact 3. 先生 Pavel Aleksandrovich Kovalenko 
Director-General - Sales TEKHENERGO 
Phone: 00380 44 2391682  

Contact 4. 先生 Aleksandr Grigorievich Yankovoy 
Direktor

产品/机械
Bottles in colorless glass, standard and exclusive, in any form and design.

Types: Vodka - from 0,1 l. to 1,0 l. 
Wine - from 0,1 l. to 1,0 l. 
Low-alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages - from 0,1 l. to 1,0 l. 
Eksklyuziv - any configuration, from 0,1 l. to 1,0 l.
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Jar: Standard - SKO the twist -off: from 0.5 l to 3 l. 
Eksklyuziv - any configuration, form and volume. 
Nonstandard exclusive design serves as one of the elements of protection from falsification.

Professional artist- designers prepare sketches of any bottles or jars, in accordance with your wishes. Qualitative packing of our production (heat-
shrink film 90 micrometer(s) with the padding from the cardboard or packet- pan)

Today the plant produces flint and colored glass (brown and green). Production of jars is equal to 62%, and bottles-38%.

The new plant has the most modern equipment for production of glass containers from the leading companies in the world and this is one of the main
competitive advantages of our company.

产品和背景
The history of the PESKOVSKIY GLASS PLANT began in 1929. At first, the works produced merchant glassware, glass for luminariers.

Decorative vases of stained glass, produced at that time at the works, even now may be met at a lot of apartments of residents in Ukraine, the CIS and
the Baltic region.

However, that time, that technology and those products remained far back in the past. Less labor-intensive mechanized high-technology production
has come to replace hard manual labor.

At present, the PESKOVSKIY GLASS PLANT is a constantly modernized enterprise with high-skilled specialists. Old machine lines are gradually being
replaced with new, more powerful, productive ones.

Until 2007, the organization has developed two basic directions in its activities: 
Production of bottles (about 45 millions annually) - standard, exclusive; 
Production of jars (about 76 millions annually) - standard, exclusive.

We are glad to inform that the PESKOVSKIY GLASS PLANT (together with Subsidiary Enterprise TEHENERGO), national glass container
manufacturer, 17-oct-2008 has put into operation new production facilities (for production of jars from 0.2l to 3.0l and production of bottles from 0.2l to
1.0l). Our long experience and qualified personnel allow us to speak with confidence about high quality of the products.

Application of modern energy - and material-saving technologies makes it possible for us to offer best prices our the products assuring the best
price/quality relation.

In the work with our partners (CJSC "Chumak", JSC "Kyiv factory of soft drinks "Rosynka", TM "Artemida", TM "Horobyna", TM "Vinni", TM "Runa", TM
"Hlibny Dar", European and CIS companies and many others) we always find the common language, reach understanding on all operational issues by
negotiation and build our business on the concept of strategic partnership, constructive dialogue, honesty and long-term mutually beneficial
relationships.

Therefore, we invite you to consider PESKOVSKIY GLASS PLANT your reliable supplier of high quality glass containers of any shape complexity.

The products of the "PESKOVSKIY GLASS PLANT" enjoy popularity not only in our country, but it is successful also abroad: 20% of the produced
glass containers goes for export to the countries of the Baltic region, Russia, Belarus, Rumania, Hungary, Georgia, Azerbaijan. Among domestic
customers and partners are a lot of companies well-known in the Ukrainian consumer market. Along with that, the number of organizations interested
in the cooperation with the works is constantly being increased. Accordingly, the volume of output is also being increased.

For the time being, the PESKOVSKIY GLASS PLANT is one of the most promising enterprises in the glass-container industry.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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